RH 36 HardTop
Dear Rockharbour Friends and Ocean Lovers;
The first Rockharbour 36 has met the cool waters of the Ocean in 2013 upon the request
of ocean lovers who appreciate the performance of Rockharbour 42 model. Using 3D
modelling and computer simulations, our team aimed to build a seaworthy boat; a real
lobster, which is also comfortable with wisely designed interior spaces and spacious
decks. Every detail was carefully and elegantly planned so that you only relax and enjoy
the spectacular ocean view and the gentle breeze.
As a result, a "Beauty" came out and attracted everyone’s attention which was beyond
our expectations.
Our RH36 model, which is built with Vacuum Infusion method and vinylester
resin by highly skilled and experienced Rockharbour Marine team, is equipped
with the leading brand equipment of the yacht industry.
Wide side walkways, spacious area and sunbathing cushions on the forehead,
comfortable stern deck seating area will embrace you when you miss the sun and the
stars. A swimming platform with the necessary equipment for taking a shower and a large
saloon seating area under the hardtop, all of these details are unexpected from this size
class boat.
RH 36 model, which has single cabin and double cabin options, offers you many features
and our "semi-custom" production philosophy, as always, with the opportunity to arrange
the design according to your needs.
Rockharbour 36 can accommodate you and your friends comfortably on your daily or
weekend trips.
We wish you unforgettable moments in our Rockharbour yachts in the coolness of the
unique deep blue beauty.
Rockharbour Team

Interiors and Captain Helm;
Under the hardtop, the sitting areas in the
spacious living room stand out with
panoramic view. The multi-purpose cabinet,
which can be fitted with an optional TV unit
and a small service table, has a Fusion music
system with two external speakers
connected as standard. If desired, additional
refrigerators can be placed in this cabinet.
Captain’s Helm; perfect view ability,
ergonomic seat, all equipment and
emergency panel controls designed to
provide maximum ease of use.

Front deck
The sunbathing cushion on the front deck is wide
and comfortable enough to enjoy being in the
fresh air and feeling the breeze under the sun.

Stern Deck
The large seating area which can accommodate
up to 8 guests, gives insatiable pleasure of the
Ocean with your friends comfortably ... The
optional center table facilitates the service while
hosting your guests.

Master cabin
The master cabin is large enough to be rarely
seen in these size boats. Totally handcrafted
furniture bed and full size drawers under, a tall
cabinet on both sides, 4 openable portholes,
and a round sunroof escape hatch with a ceiling
height above the standards creates a spacious
interior volume, it offers real comfort for those
who intend to spend the night .

Galley
Large and spacious kitchen section facilitates
with the microwave oven to the 100 lt deep
freeze refrigerator, the lower and upper cabinets
with LED lighting, the sink placed on the Corian
countertop and the 2-eyed Ceran cooker. This
fully equipped kitchen is designed to meet all of
you needs with maximum comfort.

Head
While the full height shower area in the head,
which is located independently in the WC section,
provides the opportunity to sit comfortably with
the movable cover on the fully automatic electric
WC, the Corian countertop recessed sink on the
Hilton style bathroom cabinet offers comfortable
use with its faucet and chrome accessories.

RH 36 which is equipped with double Volvo Penta 225 Hp Stern Drive, distinguishes itself from its competitors with its superior
manoeuvrability, speed up to 30 knots and remarkable savings in fuel consumption.

Technical Specification
Hull Material

Vinylester + PVC Core

Building Technique

Vacuum Infusion

LOA

11.06 mt

Lenght Waterline

9.79 mt

Beam

3.57 mt

Draft

0.70 mt

Fuel Tank

880 it

Fresh Water Tank

300 it

Fresh Water Tank

2x115 it

Displacement

8.800 kg

Engine (Standard)

Volvo Penta D4 2x225 Hp (Stern Drive)

Max Speed

30 Knot

Crusing Speed

22 Knot
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